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Library due north
Mayor expects
smooth sailing
for $40 million
constructuon
By Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

1 he proposal for SJSU’s new $40 million
library on campus will move ahead in the next
few weeks when Mayor Susan Hammer and

university President Caret announce the formation of a Planning and Implementation
Team.
Mayor Hammer has set a timetable to creme this team within the next 30 days, according to a State of the City briefing fact sheet
obtained from her office.
This team will be responsible for determining issues such as the exact location of the
library and what will happen to existing
libraries and buildings on campus should the
bond issue be passed by voters.
Other particulars to be ironed out by the
planning team include details about the
planned accompanying parking structure
which is not included in the $40 million estiand the working relationship between
mate

r

the city and the university
In Monday’s press conference, Hammer
said the library would be on the northwest part
of campus. She said the location should be on
the external periphery of campus, offering
inviting access to the public at large."
"Obviously, there will be a number of hurdles to overcome and problems to be resolved
in order for this partnership to succeed,"
Hammer said preceding her State of the City
speech Monday night.
Hammer said that if voters rejected the
statewide November ’98 bond issue it would
not necessarily be the end of the project.
"I’m hoping that the voters in their wisdom
will approve this, but President Caret and I are

SITE FOR SJSU-CITY LIBRARY
A partnership between San Jose State
University and the City of San Jose will
bring a $40 million. state -of the -art library to
campus The proposed site will run along

San Fernando Street between South Fourth
and South Seventh streets A garage is also
being built, but is not included in the $40
million estimate

SAN FERNANDO STREET

CLARK
LIBRARY

See Library, page 6

Slim pickings for scavengers Who gets
first dibs
on class
selection?
By Andy W. Ho
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

If you’re like most people, you don’t see
Marcelo. You don’t see his shabby clothes,
rumpled look and the small bags he carries
around to collect aluminum cans to recycle
for money.
Marcelo, who wouldn’t give his last
name, is homeless. And most people look
right past him. These days, people like him
are part of the urban landscape.
Marcelo worked in plastics manufacturing before he was laid off two years ago. He
can earn about $20 a day scavenging for
cans.
"We (homeless) needs the money," he
said, talking about why he sifts through
garbage looking for aluminum cans. We
don’t want to steal."
That’s not how some residents of San

Jose’s District 3, which includes SJSU, see
the situation.
In a Jan. 22 report by the San Jose City
Council Rules Committee, a recommendation was made to address the issue of scavenging from recycling bins because of complaints filed by citizens.
According to Margaret Tamisica, assistant to District 3 Councilman David
Pandori, research into the homeless’ scavenging will target those who rummage
through recycling bins in residential areas.
Tamisica said how the city would
enforce this ordinance is still to be determined. The San Jose City Council awaits a
report from Environmental Services, before
the council can discuss and vote on tiic
issue.

Cadet Kristyn Magenot from the San
Jose State University Police Department

See Scavenging, page 6
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Above: A woman
searches through
a garbage can on
campus for
recycleables on
Monday
afternoon

By Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Sophomores and juniors get the short end of the stick
under priority registration guidelines recently implemented
by the Academic Senate.
The policy is effective in the Fall of 1997.
"Fhe resolution will define, for the first time, exactly who
gets to register for classes first, a major concern for students
trying to graduate in a reasonable time frame.
"There has not been a previous policy," said Stacey
Morgan -Foster, the associate vice-president for student
affairs and academic senate member. "It gives guidelines as to
what priorities are given to certain registration groups."
Previously, there was no rationale given as to who was
awarded priority when registering. Morgan-Foster said.
Students can register in the following order: priority students, first-time freshmen, graduating students (seniors and
graduate students), graduate students, seniors, juniors and,
finally, all other students. Those not considered priority students will register on the basis of rotating alphabetical cycles
STREET
TH
within each group.
See Registration, page 6

Right: A woman
drains a
beverage can
before putting it in
her recycle bag
as students look
on Monday after-

S.J.: One of
state’s safest

noon.

City’s overall crime drops 9 percent
Vli"%rsii*"

By Kimberly Lemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose residents have reason to feel safe: overall crime
decreased in the city by 5 percent in 1996.
According to figures released by the San Jose Police
Department on Wednesday, violent crime, which includes
homicides, rapes, robberies and aggravated assaults, dropped
by 9 percent within the city limits. Crimes such as burglary,
larceny and motor vehicle theft, which are labeled as property crimes, decreased by 4 percent last year.
The press release from the SJPD Crime Analysis Unit
went on to say that the city of San Jose has been, and
remains "one of the safest large cities in America," because of
the continuing low crime rates.
Sgt. Jaime Zarate of SPEY% crime prevention division
said the decrease is most likely due to the high amount of
cooperation between the police department and members of

See Safe, page 6

SJPD finds
suspect
By Kimberly Lemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The prime suspect in the unsolved
murders of five women in Oklahoma
City was arrested outside of. San
Jose’s Le Baron Hotel on North First
Street on Wednesday.
Danny Hooks, 38, was found by
police after the Oakland division of
the FBI released a warrant for his
arrest in the 1992 quintuple murder
Can. Louis Quezada, SRI) public
information officer , said Oklahoma
City authorities have labeled the
crime the biggest mass murder in the
city’s history, excluding the 1995
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SJSU to display soulful sounds
By Terri Milner
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

What do you get when you take
the 19114 and 1993 Gospel Academy
Awards "Best Female Vocalist of the
Year" and combine her with an opening act by a man who has been compared to Al Jarreau, Phillip Bailey and
Curtis Mayfield?
What you get is "An Evening of
Soulful Music" performed by Robin
Hodge-Williams and Gregory Joe
Bledsoe in the San Jose Stale
University Music Concert Hall to
commemorate African Awareness
Month.
Award-winning headliner Hodge Williams is from Oakland where she
began performing on television, radio

and in local churches at
an early age with her
relatives in a group
called the "I lodge
Family."
Hodge - Williams
has organized a gospel
choir at Oakland High
School, worked as At RICAN
department
AWARNLYS
music
assistant Al Merritt
NIONDI
Junior College in
Oakland and volunteered her musical experience at several churches. She is the Minister of
Music, Choir Trainer and Organist at
the Mt. Sinai Missionary Baptist
Church in San Francisco.
"Robin has been active in gospel
music all of her life," said Jerome

Martin, admission
recruiter at the SJSU
and
Admissions
Office.
Records
Martin is responsible for booking
Hodge -Williams,
who is a family
friend.
"I’ve been listening to her since
childhood," he said.
Opening
for
Hodge-Williams will be Bledsoe, who
himself is no stranger to music nor to
the Bay Area.
A
singer-songwriter-teacher,
Bledsoe’s schedule allows him to
teach fifth -grade students at

See Gospel, page 3
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Bring back ROTC, but educate about homophobia
matter how much the state of
NoCalifornia, its education systems or
people rail against discrimination
and in ustice, both will be with us for a long
time.
First there was the passage of Propositions
187 and 209, which took away rights from
illegal immigrants and ended affirmative
action. Now the non-discrimination policies
for the entire country are under attack. Not
by some right-wing conservative but by the
U.S. government. The very entity that has
been responsible for making discrimination
illegal is now forcing universities to accept

one of the few types of discrimination that is
still legal under federal law.
Regardless of if we like it, it seems as
though the military’s Reserve Officer
Training Corps will have a permanent spot
on this campus. With a large amount of armtwisting, the federal government has decided
that any school that phases-out ROTC programs or refuses to let them or military
recruiters on campus will be eligible to have
their federal funding withheld.
The university began phasing-out the
program because of the homophobia in the
military. The "Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell" poli-

Editorial
c-y continues to allow senseless homophobia
in the military.
The military has to be one of the first
places in which we can break social barriers.
Before the Civil Rights Movement, the military found that people of all colors could die
and kill with equal efficiency. Society has
seen that color doesn’t make a difference
when it comes to doing a job.
The military must now take another step

in the interest of social justice and equality
it must stop its homophobic policies. If it
refuses, the government should not be upset
by the less-than-warm welcome its military
receives on college campuses. However,
SJSU had better put on a happy face and let
ROTC continue. If not, 856 million in federal aid could be lost, 838 million of which is
financial aid for its 25,000 students.
As much as it pains us to bite our lip in
telling Uncle Sam to get his homophobic self
off our campus, the harm that would be
done to this campus would be irreparable.
We would love to tell the Academic Senate

Scientists should find
alternatives for animal
experiments in labs
animal rights activists give threats to se. i
when
entists in order to stop animal experiments,
they are attacking the wrong place; it is the
government regulations which require certain tests on
animals for product safety.
This is the main reason scientists must experiment on
animals.
When people think of animal experiments, they tend
to blame scientists.
But there is a new approach that has been widely recognized.
It is summed up in the three
Rs: reducement, refinement
and replacement. Reducement
means using fewer animals in
and
experiments.
tests
Refinement is for making the
tests that are necessary more
informative and more humane.
Replacement means developing procedures in which animals no longer have to be used
WRITER’S FORUM
at all.
By Yasko
Social and legal pressure
Agawa
from outside science succeeded
in the shift of scientists’ attitude toward this approach.
In 1985, amendments were added to the U.S. Animal
Welfare Act that required federal investigations to consider alternatives to animal use.
’Ellis forced scientists to practice the first two Rs,
reducement and refinement.
The total number of animals used in research is
falling. According to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, animal use dropped about 35 percent from
1985 to 1995, although that number doesn’t include.
main experimental animals, rats and mice.
The problem for many researchers is the third R,
replacement.
The alternatives still need to be improved, and they
can’t always provide precise and similar results as animal
experiments.
In many areas of basic research, there is no substitute
for living organs. The use of animals is crucial, especially in the development of vaccines or AIDS research.
In such cases, the animal experiments should be
allowed as long as the three Rs attitude is applied.
Even when companies succeed in alternatives, they
face a big barrier: validation. In products testing, government regulations usually require a specific method
such as the notorious Draize test.
The Draize test requires the use of. rabbits to determine eye irritacy potentials. The test is simply the historic standard, not necessarily the best way, said some
scientists.
Alternative methods are best used in combination,
and more flexibility in regulations are necessary to reduce
animal tests.
Advanced Tissue Sciences in 1.a Jolla, California,
championed its "Skin 2" tissue-culture system as a substitute, but it abandoned the test because regulatory
approval in Europe wasn’t on the way and they didn’t
have a market.
To reduce the number of animal use, the government
needs to make proper changes in regulations and to
establish support for developing alternatives.

to stand by its earlier resolution and bar
ROTC because of the homophobia in the
military, but we can’t. Uncle Sam has the
financial muscle to force his unsavory will on
US.

So allow ROTC back on campus and save
the education of SJSU students. Once the
ROTC students come into our classrooms
and walk across our campus, we must educate them in the truths about gays and lesbians. Then maybe the next generation of
military officers will understand that sexual
orientation has no role in how well someone
can soldier.

Conspiracy theories
consume daily life

WISffi nig Minna emits/44
Jlinkkknt @PK

Reading those blue letters again
Having finished a movie that won
him prominence in the film
industry, the filmmaker was
asked in 1974 what his next project
would be.
"I’m going to make a movie 10-year old boys will love," he answered. In
1977, his opus was released. Drones of us
congregated in movie theaters, parents
buy us popcorn, heads swim in angst over
whether we’ll find a food seat.
We break away from our parents to
run down the aisle to the third row, Wail
an eternity for the lights to dim and then
endure previews for boring niovies.
Finally, the screen darkens, the theater hushes and the
immortalized blue words modestly appear.
"A long time ago, in a galaxy Tar, faraway..."
We are given about three seconds, but it is enough.
Our popcorn buckets are wedged under our chairs, toes
curl t iglii in our Kinney’s, eyes open and mouth slightly
agape ..
Yellow outlined words smash into the cosmos.
Piercing horns usher you to a time of civil war. A small
band of freedom fighters unites to defy a galactic reich.
The prologue steadily marches up, off into infinity.
We were taken to a universe that only proved entertaining when laser bolts were sizzling into white armored
stormtroopers, when two old, mystic monks fought with
fire swords or when warships were dogfighting above a
massive space station.
The names of the actors never meant anything to us
at the time. Hamill? Fisher? Ford? Isn’t he the same actor
who played that fedora -headed, bullwhip-snapping, pistol -brandishing, leather coat-donning archaeologist?
News that there would be continuing adventures or
the farm boy, the princess, the intergalactic swashbuckler, his hairy co-pilot and two bickering droids was better than having your birthday celebrated [wife.
That is, it was good news to those who hadn’t made
the characters to be so important in our lives that we felt
abandoned and left behold. We didn’t walli anything to

happen to them With0111 OW saying so.
Some of us wanted to have the filmmaker
recognize how much a part of our lives we
placed his movie and perhaps have to join
in the adventures.
The sequel was a hard blow. For two
hours we were with friends trying to survive on the run on a hostile ice planet,
training under a green alien’s tutelage in a
cool, rainy swamp, being tortured in a city
H oating in frigid clouds and finally frozen
in carbonite.
The next three years were a haze.
Maturity allowed for disinterest but some
of us preserved a bittersweet anticipation
for the final installment that we knew would answer
many questions but also be the end of a saga that was
with its for more than half our childhood.
We enter the theater in 1983, disillusioned, anxious,
walking down the aisle to the third row, changing our
mind and sitting in the twelfth row, wondering if a tall
adult will sit too high. The theater darkens, finally. The
previews. The fanfare. The blue letters. Three seconds...
We leave feeling we can take on anything now that a
second space station was destroyed, a father was turned
from evil and a long war is over. With the closing of this
saga, so end the adventures. New friends are to be found
in other places in other theaters. Until...
Eight years pass. High schoolers and 20-somethings
drop into a bookstore and we a novel with some familiar
faces adorning the dust jacket. The adventures will continue in further novels.
These will hold to over as we anticipate the filmmaker’s second trilogy. Several of us will, by then, be holding
the sweaty palms of our own children. We’ll buy them
popcorn, they’ll break away to the third row, we’ll wait
too long for the lights to dim, the previews to go away
and read those blue letters again.
Three seconds ...
William feske is the Spartan Daily features Editor. His
column appears every Thursday.

pssst! Hey buddy, have I got a story for you! Did you;
know that aliens have infiltrated the administra
tion of San Jose State University and, even now as
we speak, are implementing their plans for world domi
nation?
Before you know it, we’ll all be forced to take Alien American literature classes.
How many times has someone come up to you with
a conspiracy theory so off the wall that it couldn’t possi
lily be made up by a sane human being? It has probably
happened to you before, whether it came from the media
or a friend.
What brings this kind of
thinking on is something a
friend said to me the other day.
She presented to me the theory
that the government is responsible for all the hype we have
been bombarded with over the
past few years concerning aliens
and space ships.
Now here’s the punch line:
WRITER’S FORUM
The U.S. Government is doing
By Andrew
this so that the public will be
Hussey
more receptive to the idea of
extraterrestrial life when they
admit in a few years time that aliens do, in fact, exist and
that they have a couple of dead ones in a meat locker at
Area 51.
So it’s the government that’s responsible for all those
damn alien stickers. And E.T., that small and cutesy ball
of fudge who so enraptured Elliot with his glowing finger, must also be a product of a government conspiracy.
II this is true, then our government is more heartless and
sadistic than I imagined.
doesn’t
this
But
explain "Independence
How many
Day," where really, really
mean and pissed-off aliens
times has
come to take over the
world. I don’t think this is
someone
the kind of image of
extraterrestrial life that the
come up
government is trying to
to you with a
foster. Hey, speaking of
which, I can’t wait for
conspiracy
"Independence Day 2,"
we have to clean tip
theory so off where
the mess left by those
the wall that it pesky, conquering aliens.
The thing that bothers
couldn’t
me about these theories is
that they pervade everypossibly be
thing today. It’s almost as
made up by a if we see a conspiracy in
everything. It’s not that I
sane human
expect everyone to take
everything they see and
being?
hear at face value like a
good little automaton, but
there should be a line
drawn somewhere.
Bin hey, if aliens do actually exist, and they decide to
come and shoot a couple of lasers at its, look on the
bright side. At least you’ll be able to find parking in the
Seventh Street garage and midterms will probably be
postponed for a while.

Yasko Agawa is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Andrew /fumy is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Opinion page
policies
Readers are oncouraged to
impress themselves on the Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor or
Campus Viewpoint
A lett.’r to the Editor is a 200word maritime to an issue or point
of view that has appeared in the
Spartan I billy
A Campus Viewrsant I. a trilT.
wind essay on current rumpus,
pulrlaval Or NOCIIII
Submoeions bonnie the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
Mittel for clanty, grammar, libel
and length Submissiona must
contain the author’. name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissionx may Is put nu the
letters to the Editor in,, ut Our
Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bent. Hall Room 209, sent by fax
Sun 14091 924-3237 or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion 9.ditor,
School of Journalism and Masa
Communication’, San Jose State
llnivarsity, One Washington
Siguare, San Jeer, CA W1)920149
Editorials ere written by, and
are the conaerinu. ut, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
elan
Pubinhed opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect
Us. view. of the Spartan Daily, the
School of Journalism end Man
Communwations or SOSLI

Coming soon: Your car
questions answered
in. turn the key
Get
and nothing happens. You are, of
COMM:. late fur (lass atld
y011 hart’ a million things

more important to do
miltv than fix the damn

can

again.

wait tonver toi
the to.’ tutu k. then rid,
to the shop where the
THE CAR GUY
mechanic says he wants
Ity Andrew W
a small fOrtune to
Davin
replace parts you’ve
never even heard ot
Perhaps you could have avoided this mess
altogether if you had listened to your car. More
importantly, I can help you avoid messes like
these if you listen to use.
In my column I’ll answer your questions on
how to keep your car running, what to do when
it runs but makes some horrible sound and what
to di, when it finally gives up the ghost.
Send your autornot We questions to The Car
Guy at the Spartan Daily, or e-mail me at
TheCarGuyfillotMail.com. Hey, you can ask
me for fret now, or, well, see above.
Y,111

Andrew W Davis is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer. His column will appear every
other Friday, starung next week.

Empower through teaching
ouldn’t agree more with Tricia Herrera’s article
Je :hicano literature needed in schools." Children
should be brought up to feel their culture is valued.
I however, this is not always the case for many minority children. It is sad that some children are "burred to
shoose between two cultures." This is not an accept
able option and things
must change in our sociLetter to the Editor
ety and schools. The
only way things will change is for people who feel the
way Tricia does to make them change.
Instilling positive values in one’s culture is much
more «nuplex than just introducing home culture literature. We need a whole new school of thought, people who care and want to make a difference. That is
why I propose to I ride that if she really feels strongly
about what she says, there can be no better way to do
something about it than to become a teacher.
The Elementary Education Department here at
SJSU spends a lot of time teaching us how important
it is to value a child’s home culture and language. The
program I am currently in, Crosscultural, language
and Academic Development, has this as one of the
foot. I lowever, since we cannot always teach people to
value other cultures in our classes, it is important that
we bring people in who already feel this way.
If you want to learn more about educating and
empowering our children, I recommend you visit the
Elementary Education Office in Sweeney Hall. Hope
to sec you there, ’Tricia.
Lawrence Volpe
Elementary Education
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Chicano Commencement
Committee meets
1 he ( Imam, ( "[mimic einem Committee is
holding a meeting for its members tonight at 6 p.m.
at the Chicano Library Resource Center on the third
floor of Wahlquist Library North. For more information, call 924-6257.
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance discusses resources
I la
, Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance IS holding a to r,ng about gay resources and fraternity and
sorority information from 3:30 - S p.m. in the
Guadalupe Room of the Stud, :1 I rri.imi Call
3336 for more information
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Get some jazz in your life
lire Must,. I isictimg I lour is
the "One Progressive Jazz 1 rio in the Coii,i ri Hall of the
Music Building from 12
1 I S p. in. For mote
information, call 924-46 ii

By Devin Fehely
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

1(.hican0/14tinos in Health Education) is
having its first meeting of the semester tonight at
5:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall Room 249 Call 92-4
5034 for more information.

Marketing Club invites students
to meeting
’siudcli[s ii1 ill in.wirs are Welcome to this semester s first meeting of the San Jose State University
Marketing Club at 4:30 p.m, in the Almaden Room
of the Student Union.
Chicana/Latina support group
offered
San Jose State University’s Counseling Services is
starting its Chicana/Latina Student Support Group
tonight and for every Thursday in the
Administration Building Room 201 from 2:30 - 4
p.m. lor more information, call 924-5910.
Presidential interns continue
open house
I hi Presidential interns are having an open house
twin 10 a. to. to I p.m. today in Tower Hall Rm.

Negro History Week, Black
History Month, African Awareness
Month. Its name has changed, but
the purpose of the month remains the
same: to celebrate the history of
Africans.
In his speeches and writings. distinguished African American historian Carter G. Woodson has ampaigned for the celebration of African
American history, lint celebrated in
1926, Negro Ilistore Week has stint:
been expanded to a montli-long ecle
brat ion.
The month cif February ssas Ito
sen because it coincides with the
birthday of escaped slave turned iii 1- i tilt iii k
abolitionist,
spoken
Douglass. Douglass was born I eh
11.117.

service of a political system that
strives to keep blacks in a subordinate
position.
"It (history) has been used to justify a social policy that is inherently
unjust," Harris said.
Harris stressed an appreciation of
this history is as important the
oppressor as it is to the oppressed. "By
making the oppressor more humane,
we provide a service to all society,"
!lams said.
Since the late 1980s, the SJSU
campus and community have celebrated African Awareness Month.
Lewis Bundy, director of Student
Development Services, said the word
"American" was purposely omitted
from the official title of the month.
According to Bundy. the use of
African American would shift the
emphasis to the history of Africans in

I ight" more than two years ago that
will also perfinni with him at SJSU.
"1 I, is such a spiritual performer,"
said Joan Bietne, who saw Bledsoe
perform in Richmcmd at the 1990
luneteenth Festival, which featured
blends of contemporary and reggae

hailed as having his own style.
"She is versatile and her ballads are
remarkable," Martin said. "She can
definitely turn out a rhythm."
"An Evening of Soulful Gospel
Music" will take place on Friday at 7
p.m. in the SJSU Music Concert Hall
located on the corner of South
Seventh and San Salvador streets.
Admission is free.

Gospel
continued from page 1
Lockw.n1 Elementary St 11001 in
Oakland and entertain approximately
50,000 people annually at eolleges.
state fairs and 127.7 festivals.
Fhough he had dabbled in choral
singing in high school, Bledsoe
embarked on his professional singing
career after grashiatiiii: lion, !Listings
College of law. Atter joining several
dificrent singing ensembles, he started a group called the "Source il
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"1 lit music has positive messages."
slo said.
And while his name is often assos latcd with the likes of Al Jarreau and
Hodge -Williams, Bledsoe has been
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Learn more about the law
Pie lass i. .Iub is having its first meeting of
the semester to recruit new members from 3- 4 p.m.
in the Counsil Chambers Room on the 3rd floor of
the Student I. tort For more information, call 2519838.

Get info about Pi Alpha Phi
l’t Alpha Phi is having an information night for
rush tonight at - 30 p.m. in front of the Student
Union.

See Sigma Theta Psi goes to
the pool
Sigma Theta list will meet by the swimming pool
area at noon for a lunch and informational. Call
847-2396 for more information.

Get musical with Mariachi
1 -he SJSU Mariachi Workshop is holding its
weekly instruction in contemporary and traditional
Mariachi music for one unit of credit tonight from 7
- 9:30 p.m. For more information call 924-4675.

Tailgate basketball team with
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Camilla Delta is having a basketball tailgate
at 5:30 p.m. at the Fiji House on 565 S. 5th St. For
more information, call 292-5333.

Enter the fantasy world of
gaming
Do you play games? The SJSU Fantasy &
Strategy Club is having a weekly meeting for open
gaming from 5 -10 p.m. in the Business Classrooms
Room 101. Call their hotline at 924-7097.

Get wet with the Scuba Club
1 he Scuba Club is having a meeting at noon to
discuss its upcoming dive in the Spartan Complex

the United States rather than heir
contributions to world history.
"Our objective has been to make
African Americans and the campus
aware of Africa -- its contributions,
its situation, its importance," Bundy
said.
Demetrius I). Williams, a member
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, said,
"It is a time for African people to
learn about themselves and their history." Williams explained that
although a month has been set aside
for this celebration, people’s education should be ongoing.
Fhe African Awareness Month
Planning Committee is responsible
for ()Tanning the events offered during the month. The month will feature numerous cultural, educational
and political programs.
Every Tuesday in the month of
February, there will be a series of
debates to explore contemporary
issues such as the representathin of
women in rap lyrics and the future of
education.
On February 8th, Ossie Davis and

Ruby Dee will appear at a Benefit
titled,
"American
Performance
African Night at the Theater."
"Black
February
14th
is
Recruitment Day", an outreach program that encourages black students
to attend college.
American historian Carter G.
Woodson has campaigned for the celebration of African American history.
First celebrated in 1926, Negro
History Week has since been expanded to a month- long celebration.
The month of February was chosen because it coincides with the
birthday of escaped slave turned outFrederick
abolitionist,
spoken
Douglass was born
Douglass.
February 7, 1817.
Since its inception seventy years
ago, the celebration of the history of
African people has served a two-fold
purpose: to empower people of
African descent and to promote
equality through the appreciation of
their accomplishments.
Woodson meant for the week "to
inculcate in the mind of the youth of

African blood an appreciation of what
their race has thought and felt and
done."
Coble Harris, professor of African
American Studies, described African
Awareness Month as it is known on
the SJSU campus as "a celebration of
the truth."
Harris explained that the contributions of African people to history have
often been overlooked or distorted by
historians. According to Carter, these
distortions have been placed in the
service of a political system that
strives to keep blacks in a subordinate
position.
"It (history) has been used to justify a social policy that is inherently
unjust," Harris said.
Harris stressed an appreciation of
this history is as important the
oppressor as it is to the oppressed. "By
making the oppressor more humane,
we provide a service to all society,"
Harris said. Since the late 1980s, the
SJSU campus and community have
celebrated African Awareness Month,
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participate in a research study
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using an investigational
asthma or allergy medication.
You will receive financial
compensation for your time
and effort. Qualified
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$800.
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Valley, Inc. Research
Center
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ACCESS, San Jose State’s award winning general interest magazine is
looking for talented contributors for the Fall 1997 issue! Publishing in
ACCESS is a great way to showcase your writing or boost your portfolio.
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Writers- Submit queries to DBH Room 213 by Feb. 17, 12 noon.
Photographers and Illustrators: Submit your portfolio to DBH Room 105
by Feb. 17, 12 noon.
Please include on your entries your name, phone number and best times
when you can be reached.
For more information, call 924-3260
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’Shadow Conspiracy’

Ripoff plot, Sheen’s smarmy acting do nothing to help film

PHOTO COURTESY OF HOLLYWOOD PICTURESMINERGI PRODUCTIONS

Washington insider Bobby Bishop (Charlie Sheen) suddenly becomes marked for death by a mysterious assassin after he learns of an assassination plot.

PIERCE BROSNAN

LINDA HAMILTON

By Davin Fehely
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Charlie Sheen’s second-rate
thriller, "Shadow Conspiracy" is at
once familiar and forgettable. This
summer blockbuster adrift in the
middle of winter is a hodgepodge of
many well-known thrillers such as
"Manchurian Canidate" and
"Terminator II."
"Shadow" stars Sheen as the fasttalking, hard-loving Bobby Bishop,
a special assistant to the president.
The movie begins as the president, who bears more than a passing
resemblance to Clinton, enters his
second term in office. Immune to
the vagaries of public opinion, the
president is eager to unveil his new
liberal agenda - an agenda that
alarms many of his most trusted, if
least trustworthy, officials.
The president’s plans have been
leaked to Washington Herald
reporter Amanda Givens played by
Linda Hamilton.
Bishop persuades the president to
postpone his announcement and,
with a bit of innuendo about an
illicit affair, arranges for the story’s
primary source to reverse his private
statements at a public press conference. Bishop assures reporters the
president’s plans for the future will
be "rational, not radical."
Shortly thereafter, a professor
from a government-monitoring
think-tank warns Bishop of "an
enemy within" before being shot in
the forehead by an assassin known
only as the Agent (Stephen Lange.)
Somehow, Bishop escapes the
Agent (this is the type of movie in
which assassins eliminate every
obstacle with ease, but are inept
whenever the hero is involved).
Bishop’s mentor and Chief of

Review
Staff Jacob Conrad (Donald
Sutherland) pleads with him to
come to the White House for protection.
Instead. Bishop enlists the aid of
one-time girlfriend Givens and
begins to investigate the allegations
himself.
Murder and mayhem ensue with
the Agent killing everyone involved
in the investigation.
After the promise of his early
work, Sheen has made a slow
descent into mediocrity. He has
become a poor man’s Tom Cruise
or Alec Baldwin, existing off the
bread crumbs of better actors.
Cruise and Baldwin move through
their movies with style and sass of
which Sheen’s smarmy charm is but
a pale imitation.
The paper-thin plot fails even to
illuminate the motives of the insidious shadow governement, let alone
reveal any great truths about the
nature of good and evil.

MOVIE:

Shadow
Conspiracy

STARS: Charlie Sheen,
Linda Hamilton, Donald
Sutherland
LENGTH: 103 minutes
RATING: R (for graphic
violence, bullet-riddled
bodies and nasty language

OPENED:

Last Friday

Ruby Dee, Ossie Davis to perform
Husband and wife acting team headline theater event
By Deanna Zemke
about African people in the United
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter
States and Africa.
The husband and wife acting
The Evelyn T. Robinson
team, Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis,
Memorial Scholarship Fund has
completed
its
first
Program
has
just
are coming to the SJSU Morris
been awarding financial support to
year in providing SJSU students the African American students since
Dailey Auditorium this Saturday
at
the
abroad
opportunity
to
study
headlining an "African American
1984.
University of Ghana, in West
Night at the Theater."
Other artists featured in the
are
selectstudents
Africa.
Up
to
20
The event starts at 7 p.m.
night’s event are prominent local
ed
each
spring
semester.
Saturday and is a part of African
professionals which include painter
Jcnina Gibson, double majoring
History Month benefiting the San
Shan Kelly, musician Phavia
in
social
work
and
African
Jose/Santa Clara County Chapter of
Kujichaagulia, Orike Theater, who
American studies, participated in
Midnight Basketball, the DuBois
is in African theater and dance,
this
program.
She
learned
that
Scholarship Program and the
dancer Desiree Villareal, and soloist
Ghana
is
a
place
where education is Lynda Haliburton. Kevin Brown of
Evelyn I. Robinson Memorial
placed very highly.
und.
KBIX will be thc master of cerein
America,
education
is taken
Dec has appeared in numerous
monies. The performance will be
for
granted.
I now value education
movies including "I Know Why the
succeeded by an auction featuring
Caged Bird Sings" and "A Raisin in more," said Gibson.
African Art and other items that
Gibson also believes that this
thc Sun." Davis has starred in
were donated for this event.
experience
changed
her
life.
movies such as "The Client" and
"I
know
that
I
definitely
want
to
"Grumpy Old Men." "Fogether they
help my people socially and educawere in "Do the Right ’thing."
tionally. I have decided that I don’t
EVENT: ’African
Nehanda Imara, program coorwant to spend the rest of my life in
dinator and SJSU student developAmerican Night at the
the
United
States,"
said
Gibson.
ment specialist, said Dee and Davis
Theater’
This program seeks to commemwill bring their honor, skill and
orate W.E.B. Du Bois’ life in
years of history to SJSU.
WHAT: Theater perforGhana, where he died at 92 years of
"Fhe organizations benefiting
mances headlined by Ossie
age. Du Bois established the
from this evening support African
Davis and Ruby Dee
National
Association
for
the
American students hir scholarships,
Advancement
of
Colored
People
activities and financial aid.
WHEN: Saturday at 7 p.m.
and wrote many history books
The Du Bois Scholarship
WHERE: Morris Dailey
Auditorium
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Local director showcases talent at Cinequest
Independent filmmaker struggles for recognition
Ironically, he got to meet the veteran character actress after all, since both Leigh and Orr
were guest speakers at the San Jose Film
Festival which ended Wednesday night at the
United Artists Pavilion.
Filmmakers like Orr embody the spirit
behind the Cinequest festival, which spotlights nearly 100 movies from independent
filmmakers worldwide. With little to no support and interest from mainstream
Hollywood, these independents make unique
movies, cinematic gems that most moviegoers never get to sec.
Most independent filmmakers never experience the mainstream success Spike Lee and
Quentin Tarantino enjoy. Like Orr, they
spend years trying to find a distributor for
their film, showing it at film festivals hoping
it will get discovered.
"I hear the same thing all the time; distributors say they love this film, but how do
they market it or how do they market me?"
Orr said.
Casting a well known actress like Leigh
would have helped Orr find a distributor for
"Blossom Time." After shooting the movie
in 18 days, Orr has spent the last three years
trying to get his film released nationwide,

but with little success.
"I’ve had a couple of offers to go straight
to video," Orr said. "We are on the fence
right now with a couple of distributors. One
thing that certainly helps is showing it at festivals like this one. I would show the movie
on the wall outside if people would watch."
Winner of the Audience Award for the
Best Feature Film at the Florida Film
Festival, "Blossom Time" is the haunting
drama of a young woman’s struggle to find
herself and emerge from under the oppressive
shadow of her three brothers. Orr made the
movie for only $30,000
minuscule by
Hollywood standards. It was shot in
Columbus, Miss. the home of playwright
Tennessee Williams with a volunteer
work force and donated film.
A testament to the ingenuity of young
filmmakers such as Orr, "Blossom Time" has
the polished look of movies that had 100
times the budget. The problem Orr faces in
finding a distributor is that "Blossom Time"
does not fit neatly into any particular genre.
"I wanted to tell a story rich with themes
relatable on a personal level, and also on a
larger level, depending on one’s own experience," On said. "I like playing with images
and objects so they represent larger truths
beyond what they physically appear to be.
An old tire swinging in the wind becomes a
metronome, or a pendulum, setting the pace
and timing for the story."
"Blossom Time" is a story of a young
woman’s inner strength and her awakening.
Actress Laurel Holloman makes her bigscreen debut as Francis, whose growth from a
sheltered girl to an independent woman is
the focal point of the film.
Orr plays the key role of Dwight, cousin
of Francis’ friend, Amy, who becomes the
catalyst for Francis’ growth. Orr’s actually
had many roles ranging from producer,
director, actor and crew cheerleader. He also
helped raise funds for film, equipment and
salaries to get the film made.
The cost of the movie is not what’s
important to the young filmmaker.
"It shouldn’t be about how much or how
little your movie was made for," he said. "It
should be about making a good movies with
all your passion and ability. Anyone can
PHOTO COURTESY OF POSSUATTOWN PICTURES make a film for five dollars, but if it is no
good, so what?"
Billie Paul ( Daniel Gavin) takes a rest from hunting in the film "Blossom Time.’
Orr’s film is not the only surprise that

By Dona Nichols
Spartan Daily Staff Photographer
College audiences arc the life-support systems for independent films.
Nationwide, the majority of anhouses or
theaters that show the work of independent
filmmakers, such as David Orr, are located
within a mile of a university. San Jose is no
exception.
Orr is well aware of the importance of the
more sophisticated and open-minded moviegoers who are typically drawn to these arthouses. While the outlook is better than ever
for entrepreneurs in the film industry, its
still a tough challenge.
Orr had the same dilemma faced by most
independent filmmakers when they cast their
first feature film very little money to draw
a big name star.
Hoping to attract the likes of Jennifer
Jason Leigh to star in his film "Blossom
Time.’ Orr made the round of Hollywood
agents with his script, only to be turned
down.
it was impossible for me to get to them,"
Orr said. "Their agents said the movie’s just
too small."
On made his movie, but without Leigh.

Actress speaks to fans
Jennifer Jason Leigh reflects on movie roles
By Dona Nichols
Spartan Daily Staff Photographer
Jennifer Jason Leigh is in good
company as winner of this year’s
Maverick Spirit Award at the seventh annual San Jose Film Festival.
The character actress, best
known for her offbeat, often controversial roles, was presented the
award Friday night by Heidi Rose,
vice president of development relations for Apple Computer, one of
the sponsors of this year’s festival.
Last year’s recipient Robert Wise
directed such acclaimed movies as
"The Sound of Music" and was film
editor on the classic "Citizen Kane."
Leigh attended Friday night’s
screening of her movie "last F.xit to

Brooklyn" at the United Artists
Pavilion and took questions afterward. Her role of Tralala, in "Last
Exit to Brooklyn," as a streetwise,
foul mouthed hooker, was typical
for I.cigh who has made a career out
of playing offbeat roles such as the
psycho roommate in "Single White
Female" or the naive, sensitive
hooker in "Miami Blues."
"I never could play the ingenue,
the girl next door or the very successful young doctor," Leigh said.
"That would be a bore."
Leigh is also known for the
painstaking research she does for
each role, which helps make her
characters so memorable.
"I think you learn about yourself

with every part you do," she said.
"Sometimes you learn things that
are pretty disturbing."
Leigh comes from a Hollywood
family. Her father is the late actor
Vic Morrow and her mother is
screenwriter Barbara Turner, who
wrote "Georgia," one of five Leigh
films being shown at the festival.
Her other festival movies include
"Last Exit to Brooklyn," "Miami
Blues," "Rush," and "Mrs. Parker
and the Vicious Circle."
Leigh’s most recent television
appearance was in the controversial
Showtimc movie "Bastard Out of
Carolina," director Angelica
Huston’s disturbing look at incest
in a Southern family.

PHOTO Be DONA NICHOLS Spartan Daily
Director David Orr stands in front of a poster for his independent film "Blossom Time."
awaited movie fans at the Illns festival.
a gala premiere followed by a party featuring
An eclectic mix of comedies, documenfilmmakers and actors. A full slate of films
taries and dramas were on tap daily through
followed on Friday highlighted by "I am Exit
to Brooklyn." a hard, gritty drama about lift’
Wednesday night’s climactic finish with
"The Wild Bunch: An Album in Montage,"
in A Brooklyn slum during the 1950s. I sigh
A 100k at controversial director Sant
played .1 prostitute who is gang raped at the
Peckinpah’s movie "The Wild Bunch."
end of the movie, a scene that stilled contro
There were also a variety of foreign films
versy upon the movie’s tits’ release.
from Germany, Denmark, Australia, the
ROSCII, vise president of developUnited Kingdom and thing Kong that were
ment relations for Apple Computer, presentalso featured.
ed I vigil with the "Maverick Spirit Award."
Moviegoers who are tired of car chases
last year’s winner WAS director Robert Wise.
and formula Hollywood movies embraced
"Ilk Sound of Musk," who also attended
this week’s festival. Karin Mask, a college
this year’s festival.
student who was born in Germany, enjoys
tigh spoke to a full theater fisllowing the
the German entries such as "Over My Dead
screening of "Last Exit to Brooklyn," one of
her most controversial roles.
Body" and "Blue Mountain."
"I his lilm was a big deal to me because I
"I love this festival, not only fin the
German movies hut for the chance us see
loved ihe hook so moch," Leigh said. "It’s
great to read a book you love so much and
something different at the movie theater."
tIon be part of the movie."
Mask said.
The festival opened Thursday night with

Upcoming Shows
The Edge
2/9 - The New Jim
Rose Show
2/10- Dio
2/13 - Soul
Coughing and
Rasputina

The Usual
Tonight - The
Sneaker Pimps
2/13 - Mother Hips
2/14 - Luscious
Jackson and the
Eels

Back
To
School
Partyfl
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S.J. band plays at the Usual
Half of group Malibu ’64 comprised of SJSU students
By Tricia Herrero
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Tonight the San Jose based band, Malibu ’64, will
be making their second performance at the Usual,
The name, Malibu ’64. was inspired by the muscle
opening for the up-and-coming European band Sneaker
and power of Darwin’s favorite car, which he compares
Pimps.
to the band’s fast beats.
Making up half of Malibu ’64 are San Jose State
’tonight’s event is sponsored by Big Bad Wolf
University students, Robert Miles and Bobby Darwin.
Productions, which is made up of four SJSU students,
Darwin, a 23-year-old journalism major, is the lead
including Darwin. The production company organizes
singer and Miles, a 29-year-old speech communications
parties including posters, flyers and booking the disc
major, is the guitarist.
jockeys.
Together only a short time, the hand has already
Big Bad Wolf Productions started out as a group of
headlined their first performance and described themfriends searching for a place to throw a party. It ended
selves as a different type of hand that people are catchup with a party of over 250 people and Darwin getting
ing onto.
his band to headline the parry at the Usual.
"We have a great chemistry, and it shows in the per’1 he headliners for tonight are Sneaker Pimps, off
formance," Miles said.
the Virgin record label. The punk/folk/rock ’n’ roll
Malibu’s music is described as a mixture of Red Hot
band have been moving up the charts in recent weeks.
Chili Peppers and Tool. Drummer Jimmy Fledd
Darwin describes this evening’s show as a professiondescribes the music as an alternative, funky rock ’n roll.
al party thrown by SJSU students for SJSU students.
"They can’t help but love it, it’s too good." said
Doors open at 8 p.m. at the Usual, located at 400 S.
Fledd.
First St.. The cover charge is $5.
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the community.
"A lot of police departments
have a closed -door mentality
when it comes to informing residents of what crimes are o«urring
around the city," Zarate said -We
have worked to achieve just the
opposite ... leaving the door open
to neighborhood watch log captains and citizens alike."
Public information officer
ouis Quezada echoed Zarate’s
sentiments adding that trust has
played a big role in the decrease in
crime in San Jose.
"San Jose residents trust law
enforcement enough to report
crimes because they feel secure
that the polit e will come through
and make the city safer," Quezada
said.
The decrease in overall i rime
in 1996 was a welcome sight to
San Jose police after violent
crimes lilt teased between 1994
and 1995.
"We were jazzed when we
found out that come in out ,itv
went down last yea, /arm. .J,1
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Registration

Safe
continued from page 1

Jos

February 6,

continued from page 1
lii us the drop nucans that We are
taking back the streets for our
kids, which not all cities can do."
On average, California cities
with 200,000 people or more
reported 137 homicides last sear,
wink San lose reported only 40
boom ides for all of 1996 --- and
only .314 in 1995. los Angeles
reported the greatest number of
homicides for last year with 722
and Bakersfield reported the lowest number with 15
Taking into account the
1450.000 people living III ’,AI Iuse.
the city has the 10West 1101iiit ide
rate 111 proportion to its population, with San Diego in second
and Sacramento third San Jose
has the lowest approximated
homicide rate with one murder
!ter 21,250 people, while Oakland
has the highest one homicide
per every 3.431 citizens.
"Residents can feel safer iii San
Jose than they can in most other
big cities and that means we’re
doing our job," Quezada said.

Library

I he Senate defines lour categories
of priority students.
first are students who would not otherwise graduate within a reasonable period of
time due to an ongoing disability, or
because they perform ongoing services for disabled students.
Beginning next semester, students
with disabilities who already qualify
for priority registration will be
allowed to keep that status until they
graduate. The policy says that all new
students with disabilities will be
assessed on a case-by-case basis.
’File second category for priority

students ssould be those who couldn’t
graduate within a reasonable period
of time bet aUse they partic ipate in a
UrIlvetSIIV-Sdrit tinned acliVily that
-significantly benefits the university. Wl
In order to be
told group .the policy states that -111,
,00rtlinawr of the activity roust apply
to
the
Forollment
Advicory
(lommitter, on behalf of the students."
Academic Senator Shirley Reekie
said, -Groups (who have qualified for
priority registration) in the past have
been people such as residence hall
advisers, athletes and student body

officers."
Reekie stressed that those groups
wouldn’t necessarily qualify automatically in the new system.
"I can give you examples of people
who might apply, but I don’t want to
prejudge and say those groups would
qualify," she said.
The third category is defined as
first-time students who would otherwise be difficult to attract to the university. The policy says an administrator must apply for the students to be
included in the third category.
This group of students might
include underrepresented minorities

Or students in the Educational
Opportunity Program, which provides a chance for students with special academic and financial needs ti
attend SJSU.
The fourth category is students
participating in the four-year degree
pledge program.
Reekie described this program as a
special group that has a contract with
the university to graduart in four
years. "Last fall there were only 50
students in the program, but we
imagine that number will grow as
people find out about this program,"
she said,

computer science, said: "I’m not
bothered by it. I’m only bothered by
people approaching students (for
money)."
Marcelo and other homeless people in San Jose who hunt for recyclables could use the moral support of
more people who feel the way
Holmes and Nguyen do.
"Yeah, I sec that," Marcelo said
about other homeless people who

approach people’s homes, "but a lot
of them don’t. I don’t go on the property."
Marcelo hopes the city doesn’t try
to stop him from looking for cans to
recycle.
"That would hurt people who
couldn’t work," he said.

Scavengers
continued from page 1
said campus police officers are aware
of the homeless who wander through
campus collecting cans but usually
don’t take action unless they pose a
danger to others.
"They’re (homeless) not supposed
to do it (rummage for cans), and we
will tell them not to do it. If we see
them again, we can arrest them. hit

the most part, though, they’re not
very dangerous I lies’’ re constantly a
problem but mote of a nuisance than
anything else." Magernit said.
Some San lose State l’niversity
students echo Magenot’s sentiment.
Saranah I lotion. a semor in health
science. said she isn’t bothered by the
people NOii oas’clift,e for catus around
campus.
David Nguyen, a sophomore in

Murder

HOW SJSU STUDENTS FEEL ABOUT THE LIBRARY

continued from page 1
ciutturirilicil to making this projcr I work
and were used to creative and iii nil
five ways to make projects work, just
look around the city. I think where
there’s a will there’s a way arid we cart
pull this off,- !Jammer said.
"President Caret and I share stone
common views," she said. ’W uuuuli tec
ognizc that knowledge and skills will be
the key to our home et onoilly and the
well-being of our people We both
actively seek ways Or arlileVe results
through cooperation and partnerships.
The city and university Ilaye already
worked well tog,ctbet on other issues,
such as the closure of Nan ( tilos St icet,I laltilller said.
As 10 Illy slic of the library, l’irsident
(:aret estimated that it would probably
be between 200,000 and J011.000 square
feel.

’ I 114,1001S wire a.3,0 their

With the impending plans by the City of San Jose and San Jose State LII10/0F
iatislaction with the existing libraries and whether they would pay extra I,

Do you think Clark and
Wahlquist libraries are
adequate?

NO 39"!,

Would you pay extra fees for
the new library?

UNSIll

UNSURE ft%

NO3r,,

YES 53%

You
You
You

continued from page 1

California for comparison against the
state’s DNA databanks. The samples
matched, and the FBI identified
Hooks as the prime suspect.
Quezada said FBI and other law
enforcement officers finally tracked
Hooks to the Bay Area after San Jose
Police picked up Hooks and an
acquaintance Jan. 30 for being under
the influence of stimulants and possession of narcotic paraphernalia in
front of the El Rancho Verde apartments near Alum Rock Avenue and
McKee Road.
A dispatcher with the SJPD, after
hearing of the warrant for Hooks’
arrest, listened to police channel tape
recordings from the January arrest,
noted Hooks name being mentioned, anti alerted officers to his current whereabouts.

bombing of the Federal building.
According to a California
Department of Justice news release,
Hooks’ blood and saliva were taken
for DNA profiling in 1991, while
incarcerated for committing rape,
kidnapping and assault in Contra
Costa County. His samples were
entered into the California DNA
databank in Berkeley and kept there
for later comparison, if needed.
After being released from prison
for the Contra Costa County crimes,
authorities believe Hooks later committed the murders in Oklahoma
(:ity.
Hooks was identified as a suspect
in the Oklahoma cases after the DNA
profile derived from bloodstains left
at the crime scene were sent to

a new library
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It’s in there. Somewhere. That double secret part of you. The part
that dreams and smolders in anticipation The part that’s itching
and writhing with the need to break out
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Well join the club We mean it Because that’s just the kind of energy it takes
to create the world’s best internetworking products
Look in. Is there a character inside you who can’t sleep because of what’s
happening here?
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That’s the part of you we want to know. The Cisco that’s inside you.

Job Fair:
Wednesday, February 26
Job Fair 1997
Events Center

Information Sessions:
Tuesday, April 15 12 30pm 2 30pm
Costanoan Room (Finance)
Tuesday, April 22 12.30pm-2:30pm
Costanoan Room (Technical)

Interviews:
Wednesday, April 23
Career Center
Interviewing for Hardware Engineer, Software Engineer,
Test Engineer, Cost Accountant, and Finrincial Analyst
positions in San Jose, CA

http://www.cisco.com/college
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CIA SSIFIED
TEACHER, PT/FT at high aualit,,.
c. dropin play center for 2.12 yr
olds. Mtn. 6 ECE units req. Flex
ays/eves/wkends Team teach
environment. Benefits avail Amy in
aerson at KidsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall. 281-8880
5440 Thornwood Dr., Si
Near Valley Fair. 985.2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
At the HUB, 510-7926997
EMPLOYMENT
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
GRAYSTONE CHILD DEVELOPMEW
Call Heidi at 2816880.
Cti ,ousng for teaci’er
person to work part-time from
1:306:00pm. Must have at east LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
12 ECE units. Located in Almaden seeking customer service repre
Valley area. Offer great benefits. sentatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
Call Michelle @ 408-997-1980.
408.441-8600.
ADMIN. ASST. NEEDED
AQUATIC CENTER/SPORT CLUB CASHIERS NEEDED r remodeled
The Student Union is looking for a gas station Full or part-time.
top notch person who is interested Evening or weekend available
in a part time position to assist the Please call 295 3964.
Aquatic Center Manager & Supeivisor
n a vanety of duties. contact the Admn TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leaders
Office, 3rd floor of the Student Union Elem soh age recreation program.
for position description & salary P/T from 26 lir Mfartg the soh. yr.
F/f during summer camp program.
information. Hourly wage $9.50.
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
school )ear? Cal for summer employ.
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
life guards & camp leaders)
Top Pay with Many Benefits’
Cal or apply n person. MonSun 7.7. WAREHOUSE POSITION
4062865880. 5550 Mader Ale. Golden State T’s, a leading
Between San Carlos and Parkmoor. sportswear distributor. seeks a
Warehouse Team Player. Position
Wirt the Cad and Party Store, Si.
available immediately.
’Pull orders
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
Stock inventory
Fr & PT PC6410,16 ilfdi I. in busy whole
Unload trucks
foods restaurant. AS shifts avail, flex
hrs. $7.5018/hr to start. Must be
*Assist will-call customers
‘Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon
18+ years. Call 7339446. ask for
Monday- Friday
1Alencly, Aria or Vac,
$7.00 per hour
Work
for a company that truly
CHILDCARE NEEDED for 6 yr old
in my Sunnyvale home. Tue: 2:30 appreciates its staff. Apply in
930pm, Thuri 12*30-9:30pm. person between 8am at 5:30pm
Golden State T’s
Experience required. 773,9722
2110 Zenker Road
COPY OPERATOR-Hlgh Speed & San Jose, CA 95131
Color. Some Bindery work. been At the corner of Charcot & Zenker
ence preferred, but will train. Full in the back row of buildings.
or part time/evenings. Must be
reliable. organized, detail orient BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
ed. enjoy fast paced environmerit Earn to $25.00/hr salary .i. tips.
and have "Team Player attitude. Students needed in Me immediate
Fax resume to 408-277-0706 or area. Full.nmeipan.time openings.
apply in person at AnzaGraphix. Call today 1 415,968 9933.
2 N. Market St (downtown San International Bartenders School.
Jose), 408.277-0700
TEACHERS NEEDED for school
age childcare program in Almaden
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs ,or Valley. ham 10am & 2pm gpm
program.
age
day
care
Excellent Benefits. 12 ECE required.
our school
We can work around your school Call Katie 408 268-6331
after
schedule. Early morning or
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
noon positions available. F/T
$6/hr plus $10/hr in tip’.
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job Deliver from best Si restaurant to gain experience Units in ECE, Flexible hours. Great for Studer-, ’
Need own car.
Rec, Psych. Soc. or Ed required.
Call One IN Crt 9983463 now.
CALL: 408-379,3200 x21.
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
sen4ces adverdsed below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified coiunris of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
vended by the newspaper.

1

AT PM/R/0(/981331END JOB
MV TRANSPORTATION. a leader in
the paratransa industry. 6 currently
intervievirg for van driver positions
in the San Jose area. Flex,nie
schedules including afternooi
evenings & weekends are i11
able. Applicants must posse,
valid California drivers liceme
,ir
clean driving ier r
ingress to rin
,
and friendly
for
and physicacy
more information, please contact
Chris tangrnayer at 408278.9375.
POSTAL JOBS
Uelo $1529/ry pus benefits
415-3348377 24 hrs.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation Desperate Awn
couples need your help to conceive
Can you help? Ages 21 29.
non-smoker, healthy & exponable.
53G00 stipend and expenses Ped.
1xner ettnd(es also needed Reese
VVWFC 1.510.8269495

PHONE:

ECE STUDENTS: Looking for a
part-time job that won’t conf.,ct
with your class schedule? Join the
teaching team at our NAEYC
accredited child care center at
Good Sam Hospital! We need
subs & FT/PT closing staff (until
6:450m). Min. 12 ECE units;
experience required. Salary range:
59.00-510.30 per hour FAX
resume 408 559-7619 or call
408559,2453.
The rising cost of an education
got you DOWN’?!
WELL, GET A JOB!!
*THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is now hinng for part-time
positions, both evening & days
are available. We have several
positions in the following areas:
*Food Server 21 & older please.
$4.75 hr. + tips.
Bus Staff 18 & older please,
$4.75 hr. + tips
Host/Hostess 16 & over please,
pay varies based on experience.
WE WILL TRAIN
No experience needed.
APPLY IN PERSON
at 51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/weekl
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-34 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. M F, 8.5pm,
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can find high paying jobs
while experiencing Alaska’s
adventure! For information: 1-800,
276-0654 ext. A60416. (We are a
research & publishing company)
515-817.50/HR. Male/Female.
Liquor & Beer Promotions Over 21.
Great P/T Job. Energetic, Reliable.
Vehicle. Work Eves & Weekends.
T.E.A M. ENTERPRISES. INC.
Call Ken 0 (415i 661 3976.
YOU NEED A JOB WITH A Furusu
We will train you for a full time
position with our nationwide firm.
We offer:
oNeekly Pay Incentives
Monthly Bonuses
*Competitive Wages
Grouprate Health Care
C,oniolete Management Training
!, career minded
,T, . A
1
408345.393i,
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Aire, It,Iri
ECE or Experience Preferred.
17(l03,7
FOE r
COUNSELOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
$ to, M In, 75
ii altar
Excellent experience: innovative
pilot Call Anna for information at
408-2874170 ext 251
CRUISE & LAND.TOUR Empower*
Work in exotic locations, meet fun
people. AND get paid! For industry
information, call Cruise Employment Services. 1,800-276 4948
ext C60418. (We are a research
& publishing company).

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT & FT.
Healthy HS Grad with clean DMV.
999W. San Carlos St. S1.971-7557.
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will
Train! Managers earn 54000/mo
base + corn. Core seeks energetic
people for management. Start
now 629-1241.

VOLUNTEERS

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SHARED HOUSING

ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL
relationship? Have you ever been
in one? Researcher seeks people
all ethnic backgrounds, straight
or gay for study. Please call
4082360600 for more info.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.

NEAR &SU, S3115/mo-4100 dep.
Room & board, utilities included.
Females only. Please call (408)
292-7303.

FINANCIAL AID

MEN & WOMEN
SPORTS/THRILLS PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
or using chemicals. Let us permaThere is nothing compared to
nently remove your unwanted hair.
the exhilaration experienced by
Back- Chest Lip- Bikini - Chin skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
SJSU student owned & operated. 1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634.7575.
Campbell Ave. *17, Campbell.
(408) 379-3500.

OPPORTUNITIES
WHITEWATER RAFTING Guide
Schools: 3/22.28; 5/12-18.
$650. Learn the skills to become
a professional river guide.
Call for info. Mariah Wilderness
1.510233-2303.

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area.Call Linda 408-264-4504.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
CallPaul rr Virginia 408 251D449.
AFFORDABLE&EXPERIENCED
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Resunes AI Formats, Specializing
in APA, Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing, 24+yrs Exp.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFESSIONAL lirtIORD PFCCESSING,
247 2681, Sam -Rpm.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods at sen4ces.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate al Brin
offering employment listings
orcoupon for discount
vacations or merchandise.

;OR
A
..ATIONAL
1V
/ AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part lime, Flexible Hours
Great for Student,’
Serving Downtown Sir Ii
Inner City Expre,
22W Saint John St San lose

JULIUUJULIF.:LILQUILI:ILIULILUULICILIIMUIDLILI

TEACHERS PT & FT needed 1,,
schoolage child care ant.’
ECE required. Excellent
for 20-thrywk Near tread or,
St. in SJ Marty (406 4537533

ULIJUJJEJUIL:ILILIJULILLICULIULJULILIDULIDULI

JOBS! JOBS!
The Student Union has several
Part-time positions avaiiabie in
these areas:
*Aquatic Center
Bowling Center
Box Office
Mainteriance/Operations
Sound/Lighting/Events
Senn Club
Come in & check our job listings!
Applications available on 3rd floor
in the Student Union Admin. Office.
CATERING AND DINING SERVICE
employees needed for oncampus
positions Morning & lunch shifts
avail. For Catering call 9241753.
For Dining Services call 9241859.
Please leave a message to
schedule an interview

LILLEJLILILLILILLICULLIILILLILILICULTLILICILILILICI

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
One
Two
Days
Day
Days
$9
3 lines
$5
$7
4 lines
$10
HI
$5
ill
5 lines
$7
$9
512
$10
6 lines
NI
Si for each additional line

Nome

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

924-3282

TRAVEL

SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
limit your possibilities for financial
aid! Student Financial Service
TUTOR AVAILABLE 4.0 GPA profiles over 2000,000. individual
English. Philosophy. etc. Writing, awards from private & public sec
reading, oral presentations. test tors, Call- 1 8002616495 ext
F60418. ( We are a research &
preparation. 245.5049. Tamara.
publishing company)

DAILY CIA SSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FAX:

EUROPE $239
Within USA $79-5129.
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywhere( airhach@netcom.com
Lwrw.isicom fr / a rh ch /
4156349192 cst pending.

STUDENT TRIP TO EUROPE, Paris,
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We London, Rrvera. Genera. 6/176/26.
sell discount suhcriptions to Bay $1715 Ind: air, hotel. 2 meals/day.
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. guide. Call Jenny 445.5441.
Flexible hrs, 9arn 9pm. Downtown
near *heart - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
SERVICES
Promotions 494-0200.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID? accepting students who wish to
Willing to work flexible hours and excel in playing guitar or bass. All
make great money? American levels welcome: Beginning,
Radio is expanding, and needs Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
you now! Don’t wart, call Kristi at any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock.
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk
(4081995.5905.
Cali Bill at 408-2986124.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversational English LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE,
abroad! Get 11w inside edge Icy finding 1/2 block from 7th St parking
work in Japan. Taiwan. & S. Korea. garage. Small clean & affordable.
For information: 12069713570 Call pager 948,2844 for rates and
ext. J60416. (We are a research & availability. Se habla espanol.
publishing company)
EUPHOT1C FOUNDATION
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical. Astrological,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Meditation Classes.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Call (408)978.8034.
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
on your dental needs.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
For info call 1.800-655-3225.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc.
For more info, please call
SALE
FOR
Dave Bolick at 510.601-9554.
FUTON: $150, BOOKSHF: $35, VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
MAC 5E30 w/Stylewriter: $350.
Call Karyn 279 OR5Flor 279-4491. ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS or
products on the information
Superhighway! Reach over 60+
million for pennies a day. FREE
INSURANCE
DETAILS! 1 800844-9639x0232
AUTO INSURANCE
Campos Im,urance Service
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Special Student Programs
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
away? Harvard Ph D. (former
"Good Rates for Non-Good (3rivers" college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Muth-car" avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
FREE QUOTE
Samples & references available.
NO HASSLE
Chinese & other languages
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user friendly Website
TUTORING
at http://www.aci-plus.com
TUTOR AVAILABLE-Grad. student Regular email: acienetcom.com
available to tutor Math, Physics. Call for free phone consultation
Chemistry &Computer Sci. AN year, (415) 525-0505...asir for Daniel.
ilexPensive. Siva 4089859192.
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentiaied H.S Teacher.
Call 14081 9788034.

924-3277

Five Ark1/1ro.
Days
$13 t.rtya Sate
$14
rava.
$15
$18
Send check or money order lo:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publicabon
All ads are prepaid IIINo refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publicabons dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (400) 924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Founirr
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Heal Estate
Senaces’
Health43creury’
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoong*
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a Service to the campus community.

COMPUTERS ETC.
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. #H
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800)8005115
FAX (415)306-1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matnx Printers

NICE & CLEAN ROOM FOR RENT
Right next to campus. $325/mo.
Furnished. Utilities Included.
George 9259354.
EVERGREEN AREA, $400/mo +
$200 deposit & 1/3 utilities. Call
4082231692 or 408-238.2626.

FOR RENT
1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON 14895.
2 persons $800. Clean, quiet,
sober & financially responsible
required. 553 So. 6th St. Call
William @ 408.292-1890.
2 BDRISLARARMENT $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295.6893.

FUNDRAISING
FAST FUNDRAISER - Rare S500
in 5days Greeks, Groups. Clubs,
Motivated Individuals, Fast, Easy.
No Financial Obligation.
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.

Daily
CitosswoRD
ACROSS
1 House style
6 Homeless child
10 Shopping center
14 Old cattle town
15 European
capital
16 Territory
17 Caravan animal
18 Van Gogh’s raw
materials
20 Puts away ,,
knife
22 Wade
23 Porno fruit
24 Enthusiasni
26 Pack rats
29 Military rank
33- Woods,
California
34 Singer Lena
36 Adjust
(a piano)
37 Yellow Pages
content
38 Zuider 39 One - million
40 The Beatles’
meter maid
42 Fresh
44 Cut
45 Kitchen
appliances
47 Flags
49 Quick kiss
50 Made yarn
51 Up and about
54 Filmy
58 House
feature
61 Fence
steps
62 Jackrabbit
63 Always
64 Tennessee
Ford
65 Ogled
66 Not hard
67 Strained
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DOWN
I Mythical birds
2 Nursemaid
3 Appoint
4 Less expensive
5 Summer top
6 Beau
7 Garage -sale
tag words
8 Sick
9 Dandy
10 Swimsuit
11 ?taken river
12 Allows
13 Mascara
target
19 Urgent
acronym
21 Meal and
potatoes dish
74 Districts
25 Before
26 Cl,,c
27 Sound
28 Scenery
29 Salad rirr. r,

30 Undoes
31 Sharpshooter
Oakley
32 Jumps
35 - Mountains
of Ark . Mo
and Okla
41 Had ambitions
42 Part of a min
43 Puppy noises
44 Nancy or Frank
46 Semester
48 Auburn
50 Excuse mel
51 1975
Wimbledon
champ
52 Linger
53 Came apart
54 Leaves
55 Saucy girl
56 Writer Wesel
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Baldwin lures beefy recruits
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By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Saying he had not worked a miracle,
Spartans’ football coach Dave Baldwin
Wednesday unveiled a list of 22 players that
have signed a letter of intent to play for San Jose
State University next season.
"A miracle...would be to go 9-2," Baldwin
said.
Heading the list of signecs are a corp of 300pound offensive linemen, three wide receivers, a
local quaterback prospect and a defensive end
that might end up doing double duty for Stan
Morrison’s basketball team.
Jason Santos (6-4, 300), Tom James (6-6,
318), Jose Gomez (6-2, 303), and Chris
nephew of San
Feesago (6-3, 317) the
Francisco 49ers lineman Jessie Sapolu, make up
the 300-pound beef Baldwin inked Wednesday.
A fifth player, Erik Bakkedahl (6-7 290), could
also soon join the club.
The size Baldwin added will help his philosophy of a wide-open offense become a reality.
"We will emphasize the pass," Baldwin said.
"We got bigger to protect the passer ... we need

"We got bigger to protect the passer ... we need size
if we want to have a three-step drop and pass
(offense)."
Dave Baldwin, SJSU head football coach
size if we want to have a three-step drop and
pass (offense)."
Helping out the passing attack will be local
prospect Brian Vyc, who played last year at
Gavilan Junior College in Gilroy. Vyc will vie
with returning quaterback Dan O’Dell and a
couple other hopefulls for the starting job.
"We never promised him the starting job.
He knows he will have to compete (for it),"
Baldwin said. "(But) competition makes everyone better."
Susan Dodd, athletic director at Gavilan,
expects Vyc to become a melcome addition to
the Spartans.
"He is a gritty and gutsy competitor who
takes a hit and gets right back up," Dodd said.

"He seems to like that type of contact."
Whoever ends up as the starting quarterback
will have a trio of new receivers to throw the ball
to. Eric Ruble and Gabe Payne, both juniorcollege transfers from Southern Califronia, and
true-freshman Shawn Green will be on board
for the Spartans.
The best pure athlete that the Spartans
signed is 6-foot-5 defensive end Phillip
Blackmon, from Verbum Dei High School in
Los Angeles.
Blackmon had 15 1/2 sacks his junior year
before switching to quarterback for his senior
season. In addition to his football duties,
Blackmon was a star basketball player who averaged double-digit points and rebounds during

his high school career. He will be playing in the
McDonald’s High School All-American basketball game, which spotlights the nation’s top
high school hoopsters.
Baldwin said he is thrilled about having
Blackmon play for him and is convinced he can
be a big-time player.
The only running back Baldwin signed was
Deonce Whitaker from Rancho Cucamonga
High School. He said he was not going to sign
a running back. but Whitaker showed a lot of
interest in the Spartans and that he could not
pass him up.
"He never got tackled," Baldwin said of
Whitaker’s play.
Baldwin said a big offensive line opening
holes for such an explosive back would help the
Spartans create a wide-open offense.
Defensively, the Spartans added two safeties,
Lyle West and Todd Hovey, from Chabot and
Grossmont junior college respectively, who
Baldwin is "really excited about."
Baldwin is optimistic for the upcoming season but stopped short of making any predictions. He said that a successful season will be
having everyone eligible and ready to play.
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Football recruits
Offense:
Erik Bakkedahl

OT 6-7

Bruno Contreras OL 6-1
Chris Feesago
Jose Gomez
Shawn Green
Tom James
Trever Madsen

290
278

OL 6-3 317
OL 6-2 303
WR 6-2 187
ur 6-6 318
OG 6-2
WR 5-9

250

QB 6-1
Brian Vye
Deonce Whitaker TB 5-7

190

Gabe Payne
Eric Huhle
.Jason Santos

167
WR 5-10 186
OT 6-4 300
168

Defense:
K.J. Agu
Patrick Battle

OLB 6-2 208
LB 5-11 240

Phillip Blackmon DE 6-5

252

David Coats

DE 6-2

230

Chris Craft
Todd Hovey

LB 6-0

Chris Lawson

239
S
6-2 188
CB 5-9 167

Billy McDaniel
Alfonso Moran

DT 6-3
LB 6-0

Travis Seaton

CB

Lyle West

S

260
240

5-11 180
6-0

208

The Shark swims SJSU hopes to give foes love
Women’s tennis team
back to San Jose opens
season today
has had rebounding problems on the road.
He added that one of the only teams the
Bulldogs were able to out-rebound was SJSU.
With a town as crazy as it is about sharks,
"But that’s when they didn’t even play
it’s no wonder why there are limited tickets their good kid," Tarkanian said.
available for tonight’s 7:30 p.m. SJSU men’s
The Spartans’ ’good kid’ won the WAC
basketball game against Jerry Tarkanian’s player of the week award Monday for his perFresno State Bulldogs.
formances against Hawaii and San Diego
’Farkanian, who is also known as "Tack State last week. Saint-Jean is also the WAC’s
the Shark," brings a team to the Event Center No. 2 scorer with a 22.4 points per game
for the first time since he coached the average and leads his team in rebounds with
Nevada-Las Vegas Rebels to a 88-64 victory 9.4 per game.
over the Spartans on Jan. 31, 1991.
Tonight’s match will play a role in the
"That’s the last time we had a sell-out Spartans’ on -going battle with San Diego
crowd at the Event Center," said Stan State this month for the sixth and final openMorrison, SJSU men’s basketball coach. ing into the WAC tournament.
lark
"That’s when
Morrison said the
brought Larry Johnson
future of his team depends
and the guys to town."
on the output of the other
Greg Anthony, Stacey
players on the team, not
Augmon and Johnson all
Saint-Jean.
Strtfr.
played in that game fin
"Whether this team
UNI.V and are now play7 10 p rn,, K,JS (90.5)
goes forward or not lays in
ing in the NBA.
the hands of the guys on
Ii kok SOLD OUT
Tarkanian is in his
the team," Morrison said.
second season as head
Olivier has done his pan.
coach at Fresno State and has accumulated a We can’t ask him to do anymore. The other
34-1 record against the Spartans, while post- guys are going to have to start producing on
ing a .824 winning percentage throughout defense, on rebounding and scoring.
his 25 years of coaching.
"But there is more than one way to score.
He has coached the Bulldogs to a 6-2 A player can drive in and pick up a foul or
record in the Western Athletic Conference rebound the ball and put it back in. It’s all
and 14-8 record overall this season, including about paying attention to detail and giving
a 80-53 decision over the Spartans on Jan. II
an all-out effort."
in Fresno.
It will also take an all-out effort from the
"This game will be a little different," Spartans to contain the Bulldogs’ guard tanMorrison said. "There were many factors dem of Chris Herren and Dominick Young.
involved in our last meeting. (The Bulldogs)
"When we first came into the league, I
were playing their first game at home in a was talking about the quality of big men the
month. They were excited and their fans’ WAC had," Morrison said, "but we have
enthusiasm just accentuated the competitive faced sonic quality guards this season -environment that existed during the game."
Young and Herren are no different.
Another factor involved in the Spartans’
"Young is so fast that he can play tennis
defeat was the one-game suspension of for- by himself. If we don’t get back on defense,
ward Olivier Saint-Jean.
then this game could turn into a track meet,
Tarkanian acknowledged Saint -Jean’s which is what happened to us against
absence when he told reporters in a WAC I lawail."
media teleconference on Jan. 27 that his team

By Mike Traphagen
Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer

TODAY’S CAIVIF

By Yaauko Agawa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Amy Bankston already knows the number 4.0. This year, the A-student and sophomore on the Spartan women’s tennis team
wants to get familiar with a new set of numbers 6-0.
Bankston has mastered the books. Now,
with a year of athletic experience behind
her, she hopes to help her teammates earn
more wins on the tennis court.
"Last year, I didn’t know what college
tennis was," said Bankston, a double major
in journalism and political science who has
maintained a 4.0 grade-point average. "This
year, I know I am more prepared. I am
much smarter and much more aggressive."
Coach Ahn-Dao Nguyen is leading SJSU
into unfamiliar territory the Western
Athletic Conference but with a roster of
familiar faces. All eight players return from
last year’s team, which has Nguyen feeling
optimistic.
"1 feel like the team has improved a lot,"
Nguyen said. "We didn’t lose anyone. We
are in the WAC, a new conference. It will be
tough and challenging, but we should be
OK."
Players and coach agree that experience
will be the key to improvement during the
upcoming season.
"Everyone worked hard during the offseason," Bankston said. "We worked harder
this year. We see ourselves improved. We
have more depth."
Nguyen says Bankston works just as hard
on her game as she discs on the books. Other
team members are equally dedicated to the
court and the classroom, the coach said.
Mary ’I ounlotte, who has her sights set
on medial school, manages both academics
and athletics because the enjoys working out
and playing tennis.
"Tennis is a mental challenge,"

PHOTO By MAX BECHERER Spartan Daily
Michas Metro receives a serve during practice last week at Spartan Courts. Matro and
the women’s tennis team will compete in its first meet of the season 2 p.m. today at Santa
Clara University.
Tourtlotte said. "Competing against anoth- exciting moment of her tennis career.
er person and predicting the next move,
"I had good experiences in high school,"
Tourtlotte said. "Good experience keeps me
when you guess right, it’s a reward.
"I can apply it to studying and everyday going."
Tourtlotte and her teammates hope to
life."
Tourtlotte has fond memories of her begin a season of good experiences today at
high school days, when she defeated a rival 2 p.m when they travel to Santa Clara to
player to hand her the only loss of her four- face the Broncos in their season -opener.
year career. She remembers that as the most

Whiting rains on Seattle
Win reduces Lasers’
magic number to 3
for first playoff birth
(AP) Anita Kaplan scored 22
points and had nine rebounds to lead
the San Jose lasers to at 82-64 victor). over the Seattle Reign in the
American
Basketball
I.eague
Wednesday night.
Australian Shelley Sandie added
19 points for the lasers (17-17), currently in second place in ABL’s
Western Conference behind the
Colorado Xplosion.
Cindy Brown had 20 points for
the Reign (16-19), who are a game
and a half back of the lasers.
Val Whiting had her fourth double-double for the lasers this season
with 13 points and 11 rebounds,
along with a team record eight steals.
Kaplan scored 20 of her 22 points

Trisha Stafford,
6-foot-1 Lasers’
forward, breaks
through a wall of
Seattle defenders.
The Lasers won
the crucial
divisional battle
82-64
PHOTO BY
DONA NICHOLS
Spartan Daily

WEDNESDAY’S
RESULTS
Lasers

beat 1h8 Reign 82-64
Sharks
beat the Kings 3-2

TODAY
Men’s basketball v. Fresno Stale
7:30 p.m., Event Center
Women Basketball at Fresno
Women’s tennis at Santo Clara

FRIDAY
Baseball v. Portland State
2 p.m., Municipal Stadium
Men’s gymnastics v. Cal
7:30 p.m.. Spartan Gym
Hockey v. Northern Illinois
7:45 p.m., Ice Centre

SATURDAY
Softball v. UCSB and Oregon St.
I p.m and 3 p.m.,TWIn Creeks
Baseball v. Portland State
1 p.m., Municipal Stadium
Women’s basketball
2 pm, Event Center
Women’s gymnastics at Boas St.

in the first half.
points and 10 rebounds,
The Reign led by as
1A6FFIS
82 but committed seven of
many as seven points in
the Reign’s 31 turnovers.
the first quarter but the R EiGN
’Me game was attend64
Lasers surged ahead,
ed by 3,174 fans.
tying the game at 36-3(’
The lasers play their
at the half.
next three games on the road, begin’Fan Phillips scored 13 points for ning tonight in Portland at 7 p.m.
the Reign and Kate Pave added 11

NOW IS TIIE TIME!
Run for a position In
YOUR
Student Government
Find out how to get started,
Come to our Information sessions
Monday February 10, 12-1pm
in the Constanoan Room (Student Union)
Thurs. February 13, 4:30-5:30pm
in the Almaden Room iStudent
Application packets will be available after
Monday February 10, 1997 in the
Associated Students Oface.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Candidate Orientation Meeting
Thursday Feb. 20, 4-5:30pm Council Chambers

’Monetary Stipend ’Leadership Experience
’Excellent Resume Credentlids
iswheelchir creeeible. ledividuele
This
needing sly. language Interpreters or other
accomarodetIons should contact us it 14051 524-5955

